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Interdenominational Theological Center is accredited by the Commission
on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866
Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097; 404-679-4501) and by The
Association of Theological Schools (10 Summit Park Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15275-1103; 412-788-6505) to award the following degrees.
• Master of Divinity (M.Div.)
• Master of Arts in Christian Education (M.A.C.E.)
• Master of Arts in Church Music (M.A.C.M.)
• Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.)
• Doctor of Theology (Th.D.)
The D.Min. and Th.D. degrees are offered through cooperation with the Atlanta
Theological Association.
^ T hile at Hampton University, Michael Battle made clear his ambL
% V / tion to serve as president of an institution of higher education, and
% / today we congratulate him on fulfilling that goal,” said Dr. William
V Y Harvey, president of Hampton University, in his greetings to his for¬
mer mentee and twenty-year employee, Michael A. Battle. He joined the great
crowd of those who gathered from across the country — clergy, academicians, col¬
leagues, friends, and family — to witness the investiture and ancillary activities
planned for Dr. Michael A. Battle, 7th president of the Interdenominational
Continued on page 10
ITC Board Chair, Bishop John R. Bryant completing President Battle’s new regalia.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Excerpt from Inaugural Message
ITC graduates occupy pulpits and otherkey positions in churches of all sizes, inall types of communities, and at all lev-els of denominational hierarchy. Justthis past summer four alumni were ele-
vated to the office of Bishop in the African
Methodist Episcopal Church and the United
Methodist Church. ITC is the largest regionally
and nationally accredited graduate school of
theology among the Historically Black
Theological Seminaries in the United States.
Because much has been given to ITC, much
is required from ITC and from those who share in its benefits.
We have an enormous responsibility to God and to the min¬
istries from which our students come and to which they will go
forth in service after they have completed rigorous academic
preparation. Working at ITC is not just a job: it is a calling to
which we must be committed. Students come to ITC to be
equipped not only to engage in the existential challenges we
confront in this temporal world. They come to be equipped to
engage in spiritual warfare where the consequences are eternal
and the challenges are eschatological. It is the capacity to view
existential moments through the lens of eschatological hope
that creates the context for prophetic ministry. Prophetic min¬
istry is more than social and political commentary on the way
things are. It is ministry that seeks to transform the way things
are to the way they ought to be. And beyond transformation,
prophetic ministry is redemptive and restorative. One can
learn the lexical definition of transformation, redemption, and
restoration in any academic context. One can learn the theo¬
retical frame implied by and which can be inferred from these
terms from any academic context. The expectation of a semi¬
nary education is that there is intentional
emphasis placed on foundational and fundamen¬
tal spiritual formation that celebrates experien¬
tial knowledge of transformation, redemption
and restoration.
Spiritual formation is essential to each of the
constituent seminaries that make up ITC. It is
also essential to the Lutheran and Episcopal com¬
munion as well as to the students at ITC who are
from denominations ranging from apostolic
Pentecostals to AME Zion.
In an effort to enhance our emphasis on spiri¬
tual formation, the denominational seminary
chief executive officers participate with the aca¬
demic affairs division of ITC in the assessment of student
development and progress.
While most of our graduates will enter either the parish or
teaching ministry, many will enter ministry in health care, pub¬
lic service, social service, community development, military
and institutional chaplaincy, and other forms of service. In our
current classes there are persons who are physicians, dentists,
nurse practitioners, lawyers, an assistant district attorney, suc¬
cessful entrepreneurs, successful elected officials, and a host of
other professionals. Many of these students come to ITC for
theological infusion to ground their work and lives. For these
students spiritual formation is as essential as it is for the gradu¬
ate who will pastor a church, serve as a Christian Education
Director or a Director of Music and Liturgy.
I am honored to serve as president of ITC where every day
I witness women and men engaged in serious academic disci¬









“ITC students and alumni
are encouraged to apply."
AFTER FIVE YEARS AND GRANT AWARDS TO MORE than 600 Christian
congregations in the country, Lilly Endowment Inc. announces that the
National Clergy Renewal program will continue in 2005. The awards, up to
$45,000 for each congregation, allow pastors to go on journeys of renewal and
refreshment for creative ministry with the active support of their parishioners.
Persons interested in the 2005 program may contact Lilly Endowment
web site (www.lillyendowment.org), click on Religion, and scroll down to the
National Clergy Renewal Program. The entire application may be down¬
loaded from the site. For a hard copy of the brochure/application, persons
may write Lilly Endowment, 2801 N. Meridian St., P.O. Box 88068,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46208-0068. Interested persons may e-mail clergyrenew-
al@yahoo.com or call 317/916-7302, if they have questions.
Deadline for applications is June 10, 2005, and recipients will be notified
by next October.
—O
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Area I Scholars: Dr. David Rensberger, Dr. Wayne Merritt, Dr. Randall Bailey, Dr. Temba
Mafico, Dr. Harold Bennett.
ITC’s Biblical Scholars Demonstrate
Excellence at Home and Abroad
The faculty of Area I, Biblical Studies and Languages, have hada busy and productive year. They have been engaged inresearch and writing, consultation with other scholars both inthe U.S. and abroad, and upgra ing their own skills.
Dr. Randall C. Bailey, Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Hebrew Bible,
lectured last July in Sheffield, England on “Biblical Bases for Reading
Jesus as a Political Revolutionary: Implications for Black Theology,” as
part of a symposium on Black Theology in the United Kingdom. His cur'
rent research project, funded by the Carpenter Fund through 1TC, is a
manuscript on the Bible and sexuality, tentatively entitled Open with
Caution. Dr. Bailey is also codeading, along with Drs. Tat-siong Benny
Liew of Chicago Theological Seminary and Fernando Segovia of
Vanderbilt, a consultation of Asian, Black, Fatino/Fatina biblical schoL
ars dealing with racial/ethnic exegetical explorations, as well as ways of
teaching these methods of interpretation. It is funded by the Wabash
Center for Teaching and beaming in Theology. The group is composed
of twelve Bible scholars, three from each racial/ethnic grouping, and three
cultural critics from fields outside biblical studies, each representing one of
the three groups. The Consultation met in Chicago last July and will
meet in the summer of 2005. It is hoped that the Consultation will result
in a series of publications by 2006.
Dr. Temba F. Mafico, professor of Hebrew Bible, currently serves as
associate academic dean for faculty development. In connection with this
role, he attended the Historically Black Colleges arid Universities Network
Third Annual Summer Institute sponsored by the Ford/UNCF Service
beaming Development Institute in Norfork, Virginia in June, where the
theme was “Transforming the Curriculum through Innovations in
Technology, Information Fiteracy, and Service beaming.” In October, he
participated in the eleventh National Historically Black Colleges and
Universities Faculty Development Symposium in Miami where the theme
was “Exploring New Ways of Knowing in the Modem World.” Dr. Mafico
is also continuing to pursue his research interests. He is completing an arti¬
cle on “Tie Confused Text of Genesis 2:18-3:19 and its Proper Meaning”
for the Journal of Near Eastern Studies, intended for publication in spring
2005. Works in progress include a book on The Hebrew Root sh-p-t with
Reference to Yahweh (already accepted by Mellen Press) and research on the
Old Testament and African tradition with special reference to the book of
Genesis, in which several publishers have expressed interest.
Dr. Harold Bennett,
adjunct assistant professor
of Hebrew Bible, presided
over two international dis¬
cussions in July 23-28,
2004, at the University of
Groningen, the Netherlands.
These discussions dealt
with methods for reading
the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament and with the
theology of the Hebrew Bible. He is also pre¬
senting a paper on “Epistemic Justification and
Afrocentric Biblical Interpretation” and partici¬
pating in a panel discussion on “Women,
Ideology, and Violence in Ancient Israel” during
the annual meeting of Society of Biblical
Fiterature in San Antonio, Texas, in November.
Dr. Margaret Aymer, assistant professor of
New Testament, successfully defended her doctor¬
al dissertation and was awarded the Ph.D. degree
by Union Theological Seminary in New York in
May, 2004- She has been an exciting addition to
ITC’s full-time faculty, with her creative ideas and
dynamic teaching style. Dr. Aymer s essay “Don't Bring That Seminary
Stuff Back Here” is being published in Metaphor arid Reality: New Perspectives
on the Dubosian Notion ofDouble Consciousness, edited by Phyllis F. Fawhom
and Carol Marsh Fockett. She will introduce a new team-taught course into
the ITC curriculum in the spring 2005 semester, “Healing Miracles,” which
will study the miracle stories of the gospels in conjunction with perspectives
from pastoral care presented by IV. Guy Pujol.
F)r. H. Wayne Merritt, associate professor of New Testament, was on
sabbatical leave from ITC in the spring and summer of 2004- During this
time, he continued his research and writing on a vocabulary textbook for
beginning and intermediate students of New Testament Greek. In addi¬
tion, he spent several weeks in Berlin, Germany, and Copenhagen,
Denmark, studying classical, Hellenistic, and Roman artifacts in the
Altes Museum, the Pergammon Museum, the National Museum and
the Glyptotech Museum. In Berlin, he also did research in the Egyptian
Museum. Along with his wife Susan, he attended a joint concert of the
Atlanta Symphony Youth Orchestra and the Berlin Youth Orchestra.
In Feipzig, Gennany, they attended a concert of the Feipzig Boys’ Choir
at the famed St. Thomas Church. Reading, research, and writing on
Paul, Acts, and African-American theology rounded out Dr. Merritt’s
summer. He returned to full-time teaching in the fall semester.
Dr. David Rensberger, professor of New Testament, is the incoming chair¬
person of Area I. His article “God of Vengeance, Shine Forth! Vengeance
and Justice in the Psalms” appeared in the May/June 2004 issue of Weavings.
He aka created a study called “Hating Your Family” for a subscription course
on the hard sayings of Jesus offered by the online religion source Beliefnet
(http://www.heliefnet.com). IVinng June anil July, he was one of fifteen par¬
ticipants in the National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Seminar
“Aramaic in Post-Biblical Judaism and Early Christianity” at Duke University.
In this seminar, he refreshed his knowledge ofJewish Aramaic dialects and of
the Christian dialect known as Syriac. LV Rensberger hopes to introduce a
course on biblical Aramaic into the ITC curriculum. He will also be intro¬
ducing a course on New Testament spirituality in the spring 2005 semester.
Of course, along with all these activities goes the normal round
of teaching and advising at ITC. Area 1 continues to work to gener¬
ate new knowledge and new perspectives for the benefit of ITC’s stu¬
dents and for the wider world, t
❖
Denominational Episcopacies Elevate ITC Alumni
The mission of the Interdenominational Theological Center (ITC), that
OF TRAINING MEN AND WOMEN FOR MINISTRY IN THE CHURCH AND THE GLOBAL
COMMUNITY, RINGS WITH AUTHENTICITY AS WE NOTE THE APPOINTMENTS OF FOUR
ALUMNI TO THE HIGH RANK OF BlSHOP IN THEIR DENOMINATION. DURING THE SUM'
MER CONFERENCES, THESE FOUR WERE PROMOTED FROM THEIR PASTORAL APPOINT'
MENTS TO THE OFFICE OF BISHOP — THREE BY THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Church and the fourth by the United Methodist Episcopal Church,
RESPECTIVELY. ITC TAKES TREMENDOUS PRIDE IN HIGHLIGHTING THEIR ACCOM'
PLISHMENTS, WHICH ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO THEIR PREPARATION AT ITC AND THEIR
FURTHERANCE OF THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH THROUGH EXEMPLARY SERVICE.
Bishop E. Earl McCloud
BISHOP E. EARL MCCLOUD’s objective
has always been to serve the community and
church as a bishop in the African Methodist
Episcopal (AME) Church, to be a spiritual
leader, counselor, and preacher using his
experience, training, and skills to elevate
God’s Kingdom on earth. His academic,
theological, social, professional, and com¬
munity service, both locally and abroad,
have prepared him well to accomplish his
objective as he is elected to serve as the Ecumenical Officer or
Episcopal liaison for the AME Church based in Atlanta, Georgia!
He earned the bachelor of science degree in Business
Administration from Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama; a mas¬
ter of arts in Business Administration from Webster University, St.
Louis, Missouri; a master of divinity with a concentration in the
Psychology of Religion and Pastoral Care degree from Turner
Theological Seminary at ITC, Atlanta, Georgia; and a doctor of
ministry from United Theological Seminary, Dayton, Ohio.
During his thirty-year history in the AME church, Bishop
McCloud has been involved in all aspects of congregational and
community service. His leadership harvested over 2,000 members
during his eight years as pastor of First AME Church in Atlanta:
to include prison ministry, investment education, services to the
children of Hughes Spaulding Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia,
establishment of a scholarship fund to assist over sixty persons;
and, established the FAME Foundation, Inc. He has taken tours
to the Holy Land and Africa, and been responsible for $1.4 mil¬
lion in books being donated to the University of West Africa.
Additionally, Bishop McCloud provides service in several
organizations: the Congress of National Black Churches, Atlanta’s
Concerned Black Clergy, Tuskegee Institute National Alumni
Association, Atlantans Building Leadership for Empowerment
(ABLE), National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP), Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and Alpha Phi
Omega National Sendee Fraternity. His honors and achievements
are equally noteworthy: Ordained AME Elder, Outstanding Young
Men of America, Meritorious Service Medal, and the U.S. Army
Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf Clusters. He is married to
renowned motivational speaker Patricia Russell-McCloud and
president of Russell-McCloud & Associates.
Bishop James Levert Davis
BISHOP JAMES L. DAVIS, innovator,
builder, visionary, and spiritual leader, was
elected and consecrated the 123rd Bishop
in the African Methodist Episcopal
Church during the 47th Quadrennial
General Conference, July 2004, in
Indianapolis, Indiana. Bishop Davis was
assigned to the Nineteenth Episcopal
District, which comprises the northern
halt of the Republic of South Africa with
headquarters in Johannesburg. The district consists of five confer¬
ences; namely, the Orangia Conference, the Natal Conference,
the Mokone Conference, the East Conference, and the West
Conference. In the AME Church, Bishop Davis serves as chair of
the Commission on the Development of the Continent of Africa.
Prior to his election as bishop, he served as senior pastor of
Big Bethel A.M.E. Church in Atlanta, Georgia, where, during his
twelve-year tenure, he lead over 1200 souls to Christ and spear¬
headed many dynamic programs and projects to better serve the
people of the community. Among his most notable accomplish¬
ments at Big Bethel are: establishment of Big Bethel Village(an
Independent Living Facility for adults in Southwest Atlanta), a
Youth Retreat and Recreation Center and Administrative
Complex, Trinity House for homeless men, Big Bethel Credit
Union, the Big Bethel Endowment Fund, a collaboration with
another congregation to build twelve Habitat for Humanity hous¬
es, purchased over twenty pieces of property for the parking of
congregants and redeveloping the oldest Black community in
Atlanta into what will be known as “Auburn Avenue Village”
Bishop Davis’ tremendous accomplishments are fueled by his
great faith in God and his educational training that includes the
Bachelor of Science degree from Morris Brown College in
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Atlanta, Georgia, and the master of divinity and doctor of min-
istry degrees from the Turner Theological Seminary at
Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia.
His appreciation of the wonderfulness of all God’s people has been
enhanced by his travels to diverse places across the world: The
Dominican Republic, Hong Kong, Bermuda, Bahamas, England,
Singapore, Spain, Malaysia, Germany, Brazil, Canada, east and
west Africa and South Africa.
Bishop Davis is a fifth generation African Methodist
Episcopal minister and the son of the late Dorothy Lynch, and the
late Reverend Sam Davis and Alma Davis. He and his wife Arelis
Antonia Beevers Davis have two daughters, Nicole Tatiana and
Damarys Monique, and a grandson, Patrick James.
Bishop Samuel L. Green Sr*
KNOWN FOR HIS VISIONARY leader¬
ship in developing multi-faceted ministries
and growing congregations, Bishop
Samuel L. Green Sr. comes from a family
heritage of pastors. His father was the late
Presiding Elder Henry E. Green Sr.
Additionally, the bishop has four brothers
who are pastors in the African Methodist
Episcopal Church.
Bishop Green was elected to the episcopacy in July 2004 at
the 47th Quadrennial Session of the General Conference of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Assigned to the 15th Episcopal District, which includes the
southern portion of South Africa, i.e., Cape Town, Swaziland,
Angola, and Nambia.
In his nineteen years of ordained ministry, Bishop Green has
a diverse track record of: increasing church memberships; men¬
toring a large number of pastors; providing the leadership for
numerous community-church collaborations that assist the less
privileged; providing leadership for establishing the St. Mark
Children Enrichment Center, St. Mark Family Life Center, and
the St. Mark Preparatory School in Orlando, Florida; providing
leadership in community, civic, and professional organizations,
i.e., the NAACP, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, City of Orlando’s
Mayor’s Task Force, board of trustees of Edward Waters College,
and Orlando Neighborhood Improvement Corporation, and
being a partner and licensed funeral director and embalmer.
Bishop Green is well prepared academically, with an associate
of science degree from St. Petersburg College, St. Petersburg,
Florida, a bachelor of arts from the University of South Florida,
Tampa, Florida, a master of divinity degree from Turner
Theological Seminary at the Interdenominational Theological
Center in Atlanta, Georgia, and a doctor of ministry Degree from
Columbia Theological Seminary in Atlanta, Georgia.
Bishop James Swanson Sr.
FIFTY-FOUR YEAR OLD Bishop James
Swanson, Sr., a Houston native and for¬
mer pastor of churches in South Georgia,
holds evangelism as one of his passions.
Swanson took over as bishop of Holston
Conference on September 1, 2004, and is
encouraging the 925 member churches
under his leadership to become enthusi¬
astic about their Christian service. He is
energized by ministries he has seen evi¬
denced in the conference that provides service to Africa,
Australia, Alaska, Latvia, Lithuania, and elsewhere. He is also
encouraged by the ministry he sees being lived close to home, in
economic development and social concern. He envisions
encouraging local pastors to expand both the numbers of persons
and ministries they reach, both in and outside of the physical
church, and to all kinds of people.
Theologically, Bishop Swanson is well versed, both in aca¬
demics and diverse church doctrines. Before graduating from
Southern Bible College and Charles H. Mason Seminary at
Interdenominational Theological Center, his Christian roots
actually took hold within the African Methodist Episcopal
(AME) Church as a youth and then within the Church of God
in Christ, where he was first ordained. The melding of his theol¬
ogy bonds him to the United Methodist Church, all the while
embracing a deep appreciation of other doctrines in his ecumeni¬
cal spirit. Swanson admitted he tried to “divorce himself’ from the
other “stuff’ he had learned in order to become a true United
Methodist. A friend set him straight. “He basically called me out,”
Swanson recalled. “He told me, ‘You need to bring all of you into
your ministry. Every experience that God has allowed you to be
exposed to needs to be used in your ministry.’”
In speaking of the many issues with which the church is con¬
fronted, Bishop Swanson states: “The battles will continue as
churches try to find a way to bridge the gaps. It is important that
the true message is not lost. There is really only one customer in
the church and that is God. When you please God with your wor¬
ship, God responds by blessing the congregation and by allowing
his God’s Spirit to help draw persons into the family of Christ.
There is no room for arrogance, just the realization that God
makes all things possible. You have to find a way to take what 1
think is the best story ever told and take it outside of those walls
so people will hear. I believe when you tell the story in a person’s
language — and I mean the language of their heart — I think peo¬
ple will respond. That is what we have to do.” t
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OIT has also purchased
equipment to setup a sec¬
ond distance learning class¬
room to allow for a second
online course to broadcast
over the internet. What this
means is that ITC can offer
students access to our
degree programs in real¬
time anywhere there is a
remote site capable of
receiving our transmission.
Following the theme of the ongoing strate¬gic planning process, initiated byPresident Battle in the fall of 2003, theOffice of Information Technology (OIT)has been actively planning and preparing
to face the challenges of ITC’s next fifty years. A
major effort has been to lay the foundation for live
interactive video distribution of ITC’s core course-
work for tbe master of divinity degree. In conjunc¬
tion with the renovation of the Robert and Cheryl
Franklin auditorium, equipment has been pur¬
chased and installed that will allow for the trans¬
mission of an ongoing class to four remote loca¬
tions. This will give ITC the distance learning
capacity to offer students access to our programs
anywhere in the world.
OIT has also purchased equipment to setup a
second distance learning classroom to allow for a sec¬
ond online course to broadcast over
the internet. This means that ITC can
offer students access to our degree pro¬
grams in real-time anywhere a remote
site is capable of receiving our trans¬
mission. At present, ITC is in discus¬
sion with three organizations interest¬
ed in serving as remote sites. Current
plans are for ITC to offer the first
online course in the fall of 2005, pend¬
ing approval by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Association of Theological
Schools.
In addition to the major effort to
establish the real-time distribution of
courses over the internet, OIT has
been working to replace the entire
“back office” of computer services at ITC.
Following a major failure of several computers that
provided internet, network and email services to
ITC students, faculty, and staff, funds were obtained
from an external foundation to purchase and install
four new servers. These servers will provide almost
failsafe email and network and internet services.
OIT also obtained $250,000 worth of software from
Microsoft through the United Negro College Fund.
This software is the latest version of both worksta¬
tion and institutional level applications. When fully
installed and implemented, ITC will have state of
the art hardware and software supporting its admin¬
istrative and academic functions.
ITC is in the final stages of the implementa¬
tion of the new administrative software applica¬
tion, Power Campus. This software will replace the
Banner Student Information System and is antici¬
pated to go live December 1, 2004 and be available
for use by students, faculty, and staff at the begin¬
ning of the spring term in 2005. Students will use
Power Campus to register and pay for their courses
and to keep current with ongoing courses; instruc¬
tors will be able to place their syllabi and course
assignments online and to keep track of student
progress; and staff in admissions, the registrar’s
office, and in financial affairs will find Power Campus
considerably easier to use than the Banner system
and more powerful in its ability to generate reports.
Additionally, the ITC community will benefit from
the lower maintenance cost of Power Campus and
the fact that it runs on our own computer network
and will be supported by ITC staff.
In the next few weeks, visitors to the ITC web¬
site will be pleasantly surprised to find it complete¬
ly redesigned and re-configured. The website will
have a consistent “look and feel” and the move¬
ment from page to page will be more intuitive.
Particular attention is addressed to making the web¬
site easy and attractive for potential student and
stakeholders. Current students, faculty, and staff
will also find the website more attentive to those
areas of information and resources important for
them. The website will also incorporate some
restricted areas for faculty and students to provide
access to secure information.
OIT has also been working to:
• Setup a training lab for students, faculty, and
staff on how to use the new software and hard¬
ware; this lab is equipped with twelve laptop
computers for real-time use of the software.
• Create a video and audio production facility;
two studio quality video cameras and a com¬
puter based video and audio editing system
have been purchased. This equipment will
allow OIT to video courses, presentations, lec¬
tures, and other events, edit them and prepare
them for distribution as VHS tapes, CDs, or
DVDs.
• Provide for easy and affordable distribution of
ITC materials; a system to produce multiple
copies of CDs and DVDs with a distinctive
ITC label has been purchased. This will allow
us to make multiple copies of CDs or DVDs for
distribution; initial use of this equipment will
convert the ITC Academic Catalog to a digi¬
tal document, place it on the DVD and include
a personal video from President Battle and
other campus leaders for distribution to poten¬
tial students.
• Setup a wireless network on the ITC campus: we
received a gift of fourteen wireless access point
modules from Cisco Systems, through UNCF.
These units will allow for the creation of a wireless
network in all the buildings on the ITC campus.
With all this new equipment and software and
services in place, ITC will certainly he positioned,
technologically, to serve the needs of our students,
our denominations and the global community for
the next fifty years, t
A
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Civic Connections Partnership
A Voter Education Episode
for ITC and Oglethorpe School
glethorpe Elementary
School, literally the neigh'
bor next door to the
Interdenominational
Theological Center (ITC),
invited the seminary to partner its seminari¬
ans with Oglethorpe fifth graders in an eight-
week long teach and learn project. This
Civic Connections Partnership allowed
ITC to assist in coordinating activities to
help Oglethorpe students learn more
about voting, its history, the process, and
the implications between community
involvement and election outcomes. The
voter registration event was particularly
timely with the impending November
elections and the 2004 presidential cam¬
paign. Oglethorpe students, under the
guidance of fifth-grade instructor and pro¬
gram coordinator, Mrs. Paula White-
Bradley, gathered historical data online,
engaged in conversation with seminarians,
and created and distributed flyers through¬
out the neighborhood inviting residents to
take advantage of a voter registration day
on the ITC campus.
Student Christian League officers and
filth-graders staffed registra¬
tion booths on September
15th from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in ITC’s Costen Center. This
was augmented by a remote
broadcast of interviews with
community leaders on voter
registration and related top¬
ics during WAOK Radio’s
“Powertalk,” a daily call-in
talk show from 3 p.m. to 6
p.m., hosted by ITC alumna,
Rev. Lorraine Jacque White. Guests on
the program included ITC’s president, Dr.
Michael A. Battle; Dr. Gerald Durley, of
Concerned Black Clergy and Pastor of
Providence Baptist Church; Dr. Clinton
Dye, president of the Atlanta Urban
League; Dr. Gloria Wade Gayles, Spelman
College professor of Women’s Studies; and
Dr. Cleopatrick Lacey, ITC preaching
instructor. Dr. White also interviewed mem¬
bers of the fifth-grade Civic Connections
team, who were eager to share their newly
acquired knowledge and even make predic¬
tions about the outcome of the 2004 presi¬
dential campaign. Additional activities for
Seated (l-r) student, Emmalie Bailey, Rev. Connie (C.J.) Jackson, Mrs. Paula White-
Bradley (teacher), Mr. Antwan Joseph (teacher), students, Chandler Johnson, andjahra
Gholston.
Standing (Lr) Mrs. Jane Jones, Communications Director, Dr. Diana Quisenberrgy,
Oglethorpe Principal, ITC President, Michael A. Battle.
the fifth- graders will include a trip to the
nation’s capital for a tour of the White
House, the legislature, and other histori¬
cally significant sites.
In addition to the Civic Connections
Partnership, ITC seminarians participate
in other teaching-learning modules at
Oglethorpe School. Lor example, Rev.
Connie (C.J.) Jackson, ITC’s Coordinator
for the voter education project, is also work¬
ing with the fifth graders on their science
and social studies projects as a practicum
component of the “ITC’s Introduction to
Clinical Pastoral Care and Counseling.” t
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Monica Jones, Elonda Clay,
Chineta Goodjoin, to name a
few, are among the excellent writ¬
ers presented in the current edi¬
tion of the Journal of the
Interdenominational Theological
Center (JITC). This body of work, Women on the Cutting
Edge ofMinistry: The 21st Century Phenomena is a tremen¬
dous compilation of poems, essays, and articles by ITC
women — alumni, faculty, staff, and students. In the same
tradition of past J/TC’s, it is creative theological
exposition at its best. You will want to add this wonder¬
fully diverse volume to your Journal collection, so sub¬
scribe now. t
THE 21 ST CENTURY PHENOMENA:
Women on t/ie Cutting
Edge ofMinistry
THE JOURNAL OF THE ITC SUBSCRIPTION RATES
□ l YEAR: $24.00 □ 2 YEAR: $48.00 □ 3 YEAR: $72.00






Tel: ( ) Fax:
Please mail your request to: The JITC Office





From the Pulpit to tl;e Pew
“Remember, your salvation and
your “hoop,” if you have one, are
gifts from God. If you have a
hoop, God gave it to you—no
one can teach it to you.”
Dr. Michael A. Battle
ITC Chapel, 9/2/04
“Seminary is not Wednesday
night Bible Study and worship is
not about getting my groove on
in the pulpit, it’s about God.
Where is the truth in the Word?
Is it what I grew up with or is
God working everyday to reveal
what is in it?”
Dr. Paul Roberts
10-28-04
“If we were to really see Jesus,
we’d be transformed...our preach¬
ing would be more prophetic, our
programs more practical, our wit¬




“God has not called us to image -
what we wear and what we drive.
In Galatians 6:2, Paul does not ask
us but says, as a command from
God, “Carry each others burdens





“I’m glad I was able to meet
Michael A. Battle years ago,
before he became a candidate
for the presidency of ITC, to
watch him walk as one of God’s
servant leaders...because of that,
tonight I can celebrate!”




The institutional philosophy governing chapel worshipand gathering considers this time as one of the mostimportant aspects of life in the ITC community. TheChapel Committee is c mmitted to this philosophy and
provides oversight of chapel worship experiences accordingly. Often
the temptation is to bypass the experience because of time constraints
and personal demands. However, the Chapel Committee encourages
each participating entity to develop its worship services as relational
respites in the midst of course and class preparations. Intentional wor¬
ship and community gathering is needed for students, faculty, staff,
and administration.
As with worship, our gathered relationship with the Divine is
healing and empowering. We are enabled and encouraged to share the




As with worship, our gathered relationship
with the Divine is healing and empowering.
We are enabled and encouraged to share
the nuances of individual spirituality while
maintaining the traditions of faith.
spirituality while main¬
taining the traditions of faith. Adhering to the ITC
Mission Statement and institutional goals, chapel time
provides opportunities for purposeful, systematic, and
intentional convergences of our ecumenical diversity. As
painful as diversity may be at times for the faith commu¬
nity, we avail ourselves to the ideal that we do not seek to
cultivate assimilation. Somewhere in the worship con¬
tent preparation, ordering of worship leaders and congre¬
gation participation, the presence of the Divine is manifest.
We leave the worship gathering challenged to be a stronger
believer in the comprehensive work ofJesus ofNazareth. We
are affirmed in the colloquialism of the Black Church, The
blood never loses its power.
As a committee and community, we operate in apprecia¬
tion that chapel is the one place that our community
assembles to worship God in and through Jesus the Christ. We are able to accomplish this theologi¬
cal feat through the various denominational liturgical traditions and international diversity.
Theologically, this means we are often challenged to deepen our theological application as we weigh
the theological implication of liberation in response to current geo-political and economic terrain.
The spiritual relevance of these types of interpretive relatedness integrate our individual needs for
connection both within and external to this community.
The chapel experience is often a laboratory. The excitement of the ITC Chapel experience is a
demonstrative critical assessment. The integration ofour variable traditions via participation in forums,
convocations, and other corporate activities within the chapel experience underscore our respective
traditions while critiquing the necessity of inclusive leadership and language in an on-going effort to
eliminate oppression. This is especially significant in the varied expressions of our talk about God.
Discouraged generic use of masculine nouns, pronouns, and adjectives as representative of all humani¬
ty is often challenging to students and our guests. However, integrating the prospects of faith and inter¬
personal development is considered one of the greatest feats of testimonial maturation for students. The
ITC Chapel experience is a working model for student observation and participation in preparation for
reassessing their root traditions and integrating new instruction.
The comprehensive environ of chapel represents art appreciation for traditional Black Church wor¬
ship shaped for the needs of cross-generational believers in a seminary. Additionally, chapel experiences
assume presentations that appreciate and support African, African American and other traditions of wor¬
ship, spiritual development via expansion of the awareness of the arts and other scholarly endeavors. Such
variableness facilitates training within our constituent seminary communities. The associated staff and per¬
sonnel of our constituent seminary communities and operations of ITC are also trained to be interper-
sonally responsive to variable demands for relationships. An undergirding ideal that all experiences are
designed to enhance the opportunities of this entire community to utilize knowledge and skills acquired
in classroom settings and the surrounding community motivates ITC Chapel preparations. Tire inten¬
tional convergences ofecumenical diversity ensure that each member of the community is provided access
to the total experience and work of ITC.
Editor’s Note: The leadership of Dr. Willie F. Goodman, who accepted the position of interim
chaplain in October 2004 and with the cooperation of the ITC Chapel Committee, the chapel expe¬
rience is becoming more compelling each week, t
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President’s Chapel Hour Welcomes Special Guests
President Michael A. Battle supplied the ITC pulpit for his October and November chapel
hour respectively with special guests Rev. Dr. Barbara A. Reynolds and Ms. Jane Fonda.
(l-r) Rev. Dr. Barbara Reynolds, Rev. Joan Harrell, Ms. Joan Spencer, People TV; Ms. Angela
Rice, AIB-TV, Ms. Marianne Clarke, President Michael A. Battle, Ms. Xemona Clayton,
Turner Broadcasting, Ms. Alvelyn Sanders, WABE-FM; Ms. Alonia Jemigan, IMAN1
Magazine, and Ms. Joyce Epps, Turner Broadcasting.
AFTER THIRTY YEARS, REYNOLDS STILL WONT SHUT UP
Journalist, NOW CLERGYWOMAN, Barbara J. Reynolds
serves the Greater Mt. Calvary Holy Church in
Washington, DC. and continues to shake up the status
quo with her pointed commentary on the inequitable
plight of African Americans through her syndicated
columns and her preaching ministry. The founding edi-
tor of USA Today and former Washington correspon¬
dent for the Chicago Tribune, Reynolds is a nationally
syndicated columnist with columns appearing in 210
newspapers throughout the United States. During her
October 4 visit to ITC, Reynolds talked about her pro¬
fessional and spiritual journey since her book, No, I
Won't Shut-Up: 30 Years of Telling It Like It Is, a collec¬
tion of her writings spanning her thirty-year career.
Plans are in the developmental stage to garner funding
that will bring Reynolds to ITC as the first holder of an
Endowed Chair in Religion and Media.
MEGACHURCH PASTOR VISITS ITC
President Battle invited local cler¬
gy to participate in a “Meeting
and Dialogue” with Pastor Sunday
Adelaja on December 7 in ITC’s
Robert and Cheryl Franklin
Auditorium. Adelaja, a Nigerian
by descent, leads the largest grow¬
ing Christian congregation in
Europe. The church is based in
Kiev, Ukraine. He is credited with
starting over 300 churches in thir¬
ty-five European countries.Pastor Sunday Adelaja
(Lr) Dr. Edward Smith, Dr. David Rensberger, Dr. Michael Battle, Ms. Jane Fonda, Rev. Terry Walker, and Dr.
Gerald Durley.
FONDA SPEAKS OUT ON TEEN PREGNANCY
Manna for tlje Monti;
ITC is launching a new program to
provide regular spiritual nourish¬
ment called “Manna for the
Month!” We will draw from the
best in bi-weekly chapel worship
services and other special programs
to provide you with a tape or CD from
the inspirational offerings experienced at
ITC each month. Sign up today and receive your monthly
“Manna” along with an attractive storage device to catalog
the best of the best of ITC inspiration. Call 404-527-7719
for more information. +
Actress and activist, Jane Fonda gave an informative and passionate
address during the November 2, 2004 chapel hour at ITC, based upon
her personal involvement with pregnant teenagers. The two-time acad¬
emy award winner founded The Georgia Campaign for Adolescent
Pregnancy Prevention (G-CAPP), a non-profit organization that pro¬
vides assistance to youth throughout Georgia, addressing issues associat¬
ed with the high percentage of adolescent pregnancies. Afterwards,
Fonda spoke candidly with ITC public service program directors and
pastor/seminarians, encouraging them to share information with their
churches and seek to build linkages between G-CAPP and the faith
community. Fonda proposes a faith-filled and compassionate response to
pregnant teens with counseling to rebuild self-esteem and preventative
education and encouragement for others to break the current pattern of
becoming sexually active in the adolescent years.
I
 
Visionary Servant Leader cont’d
Theological Center (1TC). Beginning with the Inaugural Colloquy, high
ranking denominational officials and seminary board chairs held captive
a capacity crowd of onlookers in the ITC Chapel with scholarly discourse
addressing “The Future of Theological Education: Bridging The Church
and The Academy.” Moderating the conversation was the eminent Dr.
Lawrence N. Jones, fonner Dean of the Howard School of Divinity, the
place where Dr. Battle encountered him as a student. ITC alumna, Dr.
Marsha Foster-Boyd, the current Director of Leadership and Accreditation
for the Association ofTheological Schools in the U.S. and Canada, led the
second round with ITC alumni, staff, faculty, and seminarians respond¬
ing to the queries of the church representatives. The colloquy con¬
cluded with a challenge to the faith community, both academics and
clergy alike, to move beyond discourse to substantive action, evidenced
by a revival of partnership between the Church and the academy, that
will embrace God’s Spirit toward approximating a better marriage of
the two schools of thought.
An essential ingredient for meaningful celebration is worship, and
ITC alumni caught the vision in planning the Alumni
Inaugural Worship Service held at Atlanta’s
Providence Baptist Church. The service began in a
quiet reverence and swelled into joyful worship and
praise. Rev. Dr. Suzan Johnson Cook, senior pastor of
Bronx Christian Fellowship in New York, and the first
Continued on next page
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Visionary Servant Leader cont’d
female president of the annual Hampton University Ministers’ Conference,
preached with power, and the ITC Ensemble and the Providence Mass Choir
ushered the congregation into spirited hand-clapping testimonials that the cele¬
bration had truly begun.
Friday October 15 arrived with an air of excitement as representatives from
academies across the nation, local clergy, and dignitaries donned their regalia,
greeted and reacquainted themselves and prepared for the main event in Martin
Luther King Jr. International Chapel at Morehouse College. Among the numer¬
ous well-wishers were Atlanta’s Mayor Shirley Franklin, former mentors - again
Dr. William Harvey of Hampton University and Dr. Elnora Daniel, president of
Chicago State University, and Judge Betty Battle Turner, one of the honoree’s
eight sisters. These set the stage for the Act of Inauguration and presentation of
the official symbols of the office. President Battle’s inaugural message was deliv¬
ered with gratitude and resolve, recounting his promise to the ITC Board of
Trustees when he accepted the presidential appointment in September 2003.
Having fulfilled his commitment to ensure ITC’s accreditation, develop a
Strategic Plan to take the institution to its 50th anniversary in 2014, and inves¬
tigate the feasibility for engaging in a capital campaign, Dr. Battle reaffirmed his
commitment to launch forward with the approval of the board.
The Inaugural Banquet was “a sno-ball experience” as described by mistress of
ceremony and ITC Board vice chair, Dr. Gloria Tate. Tate recalled, “After being
intellectually challenged, shedding a joyful tear, and powerful worship, we have had
a sweet treat, much like the sno-balls I experienced as a child during summers in St.
Louis.” A surprise video presentation entitled “Providential Promise,” chronicled the
convergence of young Michael A. Battle and the ITC over thirty years. Battle was
eight years old about the same time that ITC was established as an experiment in ecu¬
menism. ITC’s Rev. Terr\r Walker, vice president for Institutional Advancement, fol¬
lowed with a second gift from the constituents of ITC, a bronze statue “The
Visionary.” However, Bishop John Richard Bryant, ITC board chair and the banquet
speaker put everything in its proper context as he spoke with emphasis on 1
Corinthians 3:5 and the need for ITC to revive its commitment to producing “ser¬
vant leaders.” “God is sick of superstar pastors and the kingdom is crying for servants.
I can celebrate tonight because we have chosen one who walks in the tradition of
Jesus, walks in the tradition of our faith. He is a servant leader,” said Bryant.
The vision and the visionary servant leader are now one and ITC continues
to celebrate its wise selection of a president who is capable and enthusiastic in his
quest tor serving God and others, t
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Seminary Updates
Dr. Walter McKelvey - President-Dean
Bishop Alfred Norris, Bishop-In-Residence
GAMMON THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY celebrated its 121st
Founders’ Day October 1203,
2004, with the annual Thirkield-
Jones Lecture, featuring Bishop
Woodrow White. The Founders’
Day worship featured its new
hoard chair, Bishop Melvin
Talbert as preacher, and the cele¬
bratory banquet included awards,
dinner, and dancing. Gammon
welcomed back to its campus,
former president-dean, Bishop
Alfred L. Norris, who returns as
Bishop-in-Residence. He will
serve in that capacity with
responsibility for fundraising and
development. The seminary em¬
barked on a new renovation pro¬
gram that began in August 2004
and is scheduled for completion
in July 2005. The $2 million
project includes renovation of
the seminary’s current adminis¬
tration building and adjoining
dormitory apartments. Administrative offices are currently oper¬
ating from the seminary’s Willis J. King Apartment Complex.
MOREHOUSE SCHOOL OF RELIGION (MSR) awarded an honorary
doctorate degree to Rev. Ralph West, pastor of the Church with¬
out Walls in Houston, Texas, during ITC’s 2004
Commencement exercise. Dr. West has an exceptional ministry
and has contributed generously to the seminary. MSR also
received a gift of $20,000 from its board chair, Dr. Joe Samuel
Ratliff, to kick-off the 2004'2005 academic year.
Plans are underway for MSR’s 139th Founders1 Day and the
60th C. D. Hubert Preaching-Lecture Series. It is the single most
significant annual event for the Morehouse School of Religion
with all students, alumni, and friends
invited to attend. The celebration of
139 years of existence as a seminary and
sixty years of feeding minds and souls
through the experiences of the C.D.
Hubert Series is cause for great excite¬
ment. The events will be held February
15-17, 2005, on the ITC campus. The
lead activity is the Founders' Day
Worship service at 11:00 a.m. in the
ITC chapel. Masterful proclaimers will
preach and experienced leaders will lec¬




MSR’s student population continues to grow, not only
numerically, but also in quality of purpose and goals. The Baptist
constituency remains the largest student group on the ITC cam¬
pus. MSR students are present in significant numbers in Theta
Phi, the International Honor Society in theological education,
and, they hold significant positions in campus-wide organiza¬
tions, including the presidency of the Student Christian League.
The Baptist Student Fellowship is actively and cooperatively
working with the President-Dean's office to build fellowship and
community among Baptist students and throughout the Center.
TURNER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY welcomes Bishop William
Phillip DeVeaux as the new chair for its Board of Trustees and his
spouse Dr. Patricia (Pam) DeVeaux, the Episcopal Supervisor of
the Women’s Missionary Society and the Ministers’ Spouses and
Widows of the Sixth Episcopal District of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. Bishop DeVeaux was masterful as a partici¬
pant in the colloquy by the chairs of the six seminaries during
the inaugural activities last month.
President-Dean, Daniel Jacobs and the Turner constituency
are proud that three of their graduates were elected to the epis¬
copacy at the forty-seventh General Conference which con¬
vened in Indianapolis, Indiana, June 30-July 7, 2004- They are
the Reverends James L. Davis, Big
Bethel AME Church; E. Earl McCloud,
First AME Church of Atlanta; and
Samuel Green, Saint Mark AME
Church, Orlando, Florida. The Rev.
George Flowers of Charleston, South
Carolina was re-elected executive
director of Global Witness and
Missions, the Reverend Leeomia Kelley
of Miami, Florida was elected to the
Judicial Council and the Reverend
Michael Bouie, pastor of Mount Olive
AME Church, Orlando, Florida was re¬
elected president of the Connectional
Council.
Bishop Vinton R. Anderson presented a $100,000.00 check
to fund an endowment for the school from funds invested while
he was the Ecumenical Officer of the AME Church. Thirty stu¬
dents were awarded master of divinity and masters of arts in
Christian Education degrees and one received the doctor of min¬
istry degree from Turner and the ITC at commencement on May
8, 2004 for a total of thirty-one graduates.
The Sixth Episcopal District has increased its annual con¬
tribution to Turner to $200,000.00 for operations and
$100,000.00 for scholarships. The First, Second, Fifth, Seventh
and Ninth Episcopal Districts have pledged nearly $200,000.00
in new support. Bishops Adam J. Richardson, 2nd Episcopal
President-Dean, Dr. Daniel
W. Jacobs
Continued on next page
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District, and Preston W. Williams, 7th Episcopal District, are
graduates of Turner at 1TC.
As a result of the elections at the General Conference, sev¬
eral Turner graduates received new appointments:
• The Reverend Mark W. Thompson was appointed senior
pastor of Big Bethel A.M.E. Church in Atlanta, Georgia;
• The Reverend David R. Bishop was appointed senior pastor
of First AME in Atlanta, Georgia;
• The Reverend Donna Calix was appointed senior pastor of
St. James AME Church in Monticello, Georgia; and,
• The Reverend Spencer Booker was appointed senior pastor
of Grant A.M.E. Church in East Point, Georgia.
PHILLIPS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY will celebrate its Ninth
Pastors’ Conference and 61st Founders’ Observance the week of





volunteers to host the
more than 700 pas¬
tors, bishops, general




who will he in atten¬
dance.





Worship and Mission.” This theme was chosen with the intention of
focusing pastors and leaders on the crucial need to reexamine and
renew the tandem relationship between what we do in worship
and the mission of the local church. The Pastors’ Conference
will again he held at the Westin Atlanta Airport Hotel located
at 4736 Best Road, College Park, Georgia. The Board of Trustees
meeting of Phillips will be held on Monday, January 3 at the
Westin Atlanta Airport Hotel. The following distinguished per¬
sonalities have been invited to share their ministries at that
time:
A. Bishop Othal H. Lakey, Presiding Prelate of the Sixth
Episcopal District, CME Church, will give the keynote address
on Monday evening, January 3 at 7:00 p.m.
B. Reverend Dr. William D. Watley, pastor of St. James
AME Church, Newark, New Jersey, (a graduate of ITC’s Turner
Seminary) will give the B. Julian Smith lectures on Tuesday,
January 4h, entitled “Renewing the Local Church by Reviving
Its Worship and Mission.” The B. Julian Smith Lectureship is
named in honor of the late Bishop Smith, who was a pioneer of
Christian Education in the CME Church and one of the
founders of the Interdenominational Theological Center.
C. Dr. Riggins R. Earl, Professor of Theology/Ethics,
President Dean, Dr. Thomas Brown
Seminary
Interdenominational Theological Center, will give two lectures
entitled “The Arts and Worship: Preaching to this Generation.”
These lectures will be given on Tuesday evening, January 4 at
6:30 p.m. and Wednesday morning, January 5 at 9:00 a.m.
D. Dr. Margaret Aymer, assistant professor, New Testament,
Interdenominational Theological Center, will give a lecture enti¬
tled “A New Testament Perspective on the Role of the Preacher
as Teacher in the Local Church.” Her lecture will he offered
Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
E. The annual alumni/ae worship will be held at West
Mitchell CME Church on Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m.
Reverend Marilyn Lightner will be the preacher, a graduate of
Phillips/ITC.
F. Bishop Thomas L. Hoyt Jr., Presiding Prelate of the Fourth
Episcopal Church, CME Church and President of the National
Council of Churches (a graduate of Phillips/ITC), will give the
61st Founders’ address in the ITC Chapel on Thursday, January 6
at 11:00 a.m.
Finally, noon day preaching will be offered on Tuesday and
Wednesday of the Pastors’ Conference. Evening worship will he
held on Tuesday, wherein there will be a celebration of the out¬
standing ministries of pastors from our ten Episcopal districts and
will include late evening preaching. Registration for these events
is $50.00. The general public is invited.
JOHNSON C. SMITH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (JCSTS) wel¬
comes Mr. Charles F. Easley Sr., who has joined the seminary as
Interim Development Office/Director of Staff. Mr. Easley, a grad¬
uate of Knoxville College and Clark Atlanta University, is an
elder at the Radcliffe United Presbyterian Church in Atlanta,
GA. He served for twen¬
ty-three years in various
capacities at Atlanta
Metropolitan College and
most recently was vice
president for Student
Affairs, a position from
which he retired in 1997.
He has long been active
in civic and church
affairs, as a former vice
moderator of the General
Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church USA, as well as the National Council of
Presbyterian Men, and is currently chairperson of the Leadership
Search and Nominating Committee and a member of the Board
of Directors of that organization, and President of Synod of South
Atlantic Men’s Council.
Commenting on his newest position, Mr. Easley said, “I look
forward to helping the Seminary strengthen its ministry and
Administrative Dean, Dr. David Wallace
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increase its ability to serve. The requirement for African-
American Presbyterian clergy is large and growing, and this insti¬
tution is a crucial denominational resource to meet that need.”
Administrative dean, Dr. David Wallace said, “We are fortunate
indeed to have Charles join our staff. He is widely recognized as
an exceptionally effective professional, church, and civic leader,
and will be a great asset to our ministry. The entire seminary fam¬
ily joins me in warmly welcoming him to our midst.”
CHARLES H. MASON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY celebrated the
retirement of its founding administrative dean, Dr. Oliver J.
Haney, November 12, 2004, during a luncheon tribute at the
Peabody Hotel in Memphis, Tennessee. It was a tremendous
gathering of denominational leaders, friends and colleagues who
applauded his more than thirty years of stellar service to the sem¬
inary. The event was hosted by Mason Seminary’s Board of
Trustees and the Church of God in Christ during the denomi¬
nation’s annual Convention. Elder Arthur F. Mosley continues
to serve in the interim position as the seminary generates a pro¬
fessional search for a successor.
Additionally, the Emory University Conference Center was
the host for the annual fall retreat of the C. H. Mason Seminary.
Workshops were held for team building, actualization of min¬
istry, and ministry building, and were led by Dr. Grace
McWhorter, a Christian counselor who travels extensively as a
leader in higher education,
motivational speaker, and
church consultant. She is
especially gifted in the areas
of group dynamics, strategic
planning, and staff and lead¬
ership development.
One of the main thoughts
of her workshop for the
weekend came from II Kings
6, based on the account of
the “Iron Ax Head.” She
related this passage to work¬
ers in ministry today who
have lost their ax head,
which is symbolic of God’s power, and do not even know that
it is gone. She stated that church workers get so caught up in
the swing of the ax, or the workings of the church, that they do
not even know that the effectiveness of the ministry is gone.
This discussion proved to be very valuable because it made the
seminarians take an outside view of the capabilities and pro¬
ductiveness of their own ministries.
The environment of the Emory University Conference
Center proved to be a wonderful sanctuary for the retreat,
providing a peaceful setting for the delightful meals and the
rewarding and useful discussions, workshops, and fellowship
among the seminarians and the staff of C. H. Mason
Seminary, t
Interim President Dean, Elder Arthur F. Mosley
UvCA
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL CENTER OF ATLANTA
On October 16, 2004, at the Lutheran Theological
Center of Atlanta’s (LTCA) Advisory Steering
Committee Meeting, Dr. W. Arthur Lewis, Director of
LTCA, submitted a letter announcing his retirement
effective June 30, 2005. Dr. Lewis has held this position
since July 1, 1999 on the ITC campus. Dr. Lewis says it
was not an easy decision to make since there are a num¬
ber of matters on the horizon that he would like to bring
to fruition — especially a fifth year program evaluation
being conducted by the Department of Research and
Development of the churchwide Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America. When asked what he is going to do
with his spare time, he replied that he will write a book on
Urban Ministry, growing up as an African American in
Princeton, New Jersey.
Meanwhile, Dr. Lewis remains involved in the life and
work of LTCA and Interdenominational Theological
Center (ITC). At a recent Urban Theological Institute
Advisory Council Organizational Meeting at ITC, Dr.
Lewis was elected to serve as the chairperson of the group
and Dr. Rosetta Ross of Spelman College was elected vice
chairperson. This election and the vision presented by
Dr. Marsha Snulligan Haney, executive director of the
Urban Theological Institute, had everyone present
excited and ready to move forward on the possibilities of
the program’s future. The Advisory Council members
present demonstrated commitment to the program by
making monetary pledges and agreeing to serve two
years. The next scheduled meeting will be January 29,
2005, from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. The meeting will be fol¬
lowed by an Urban Summit, which will focus on the
theme “Technology: From the Sanctuary to The





Ph.D. Is First International
Womanist Scholar
Since arriving on the campus of InterdenominationalTheological Center (ITC), Rev. Dr. Madipoane Masenya’smission is to use every means necessary within the context ofthe academic environment to enlighten the publ c to the
necessity for critical discussion and action regarding the pandemic
of HIV/AIDS. The import of her message is that the faith com¬
munity, readied with knowledge from informed seminarians,
preachers, teachers, and church leaders, is essential to a strategic
approach that will impact the problem.
Dr. Masenya is the first international scholar elected to the Black
Women in Church and Society Womanist Scholars Program. She
comes with exceptional credentialing as the only Black South African
female to hold a Ph.D. in Biblical Studies to date. Dr. Masenya officially
began her sojourn at ITC with a profoundly dramatic articulation of
the facts and figures related to the horrific effects that HIV/AIDS is
having on the worldwide community. During her first Womanist
Scholars Lecture at ITC on November 2, 2004, entitled “The Bible,
HIV/AIDS, and African/South-African Women,” her opening state¬
ment sent a chilling quiet throughout the auditorium as she
announced, “We are all living with HIV/AIDS!” Her lecture present¬
LOVE AS LIBERATION...
Two Ministers of the Gospel Redefine
Cyrus-Franklin... “Oh, that’s her name, right?” No. “But, both
names are here...it’s her name right?” Wrong...it’s their name.
By Stephanie Crumpton, ITC 2004 Fellow for Fund for Theological Education
o
n May 9 2004 Neema and
Victor Leon became Neema
Cyrus-Franklin and Victor
Leon Cyrus-Franklin. They
Victor and Neema Cyrus-
Franklin
have added one another’s names to their own,
indicating that something has grown rather
than become lost. It is one of the marks by
which they intend to let the world know that
God has called them to become something
different: to know love as liberation.
Last summer the Cyrus-Franklins joined ITC’s history of gen¬
erating powerful ministers who found love while sharpening their
intellectual tools. They are not alone. Within the last two years
Angela Holiday and Kimani Wright, and Loren Frazier and
Herbert McGuin also married after meeting at ITC.
While the Cyrus-Franklins and others follow in a long history of
powerhouse teams like Drs. Ella arid Henry Mitchell and Drs. Melva W.
Qisten arid the late Dr. James H. Costen, their union is unique. They
bring a new understanding to the old adage, “iron sharpens iron,” which
bespeaks the refining process that occurs when two equals come together.
As their souls and minds rub up against one another, a sense
of intimate liberation compels them towards social liberation for
Fall 2004
ed an indepth analysis of how women who
believe in God and are living with HIV/AIDS
are interpreting the meaning of biblical scrip¬
tures.
Masenya is also an ordained minister in
the International Assemblies of God Church
tradition. She acknowledged, “As a matter of
fact, in many of our church contexts, the
women who come to church, overwhelmed
by the pressures of everyday life, find some of
our biblical interpretations more ‘wounding’ than healing. Statistics
have shown that women, particularly those of African descent (both
on the continent and in the Diaspora), are the hardest hit by the pan¬
demic of our time: HIV/AIDS. How may the plight of our day, one
which hits women the most, impact our biblical understanding as
scholars, theologians, pastors and laity alike, in a way that will benefit
all persons, particularly those at the margins of our societies?”
Dr. Masenya is one of the two Womanist Scholars for the 2004-
2005 academic year at the ITC. She is on sabbatical from The University
of South Africa (UNISA) in Pretoria, where she is the associate profes¬
sor in the department of Old Testament and Ancient Near Eastern
Studies. Her recently released book is How Worthy is the Woman ofWorth!
Rereading Proverbs 31:10-31 in AfricamSouth Africa.
“We have been looking forward to Dr. Masenya’s presence on this
campus. Her pioneering research in Biblical Studies provides a public space
for the voices of women who are living with HIV/AIDS in Africa/South-
Africa, the members ofour society who are hardest hit by the pandemic, to
he heard,” said Dr. Jacquelyn Grant, Callaway Professor of Systematic
Theology and founder and director of die Office of Black Women in
Church :md Society and Womanist Scholars Program at ITC. t
all. Neema remarks, “This experience has shown me a glimpse of
what freedom is like.” This freedom hinges on their fundamental
understanding of what their marriage will not only be, but also
what it will compel them to do.
On the day of their wedding, this continual note of liberation
and empowerment rang out in their vows. They committed to “strug¬
gle against racism, sexism, classism, homophobia, and all other forms
of oppression.” For Neema, the commitment to speaking truth to the
power of her vows urges her to “go hack there with all of the patriar¬
chal words that are there, that have restrained [women] for cen¬
turies.” For the preaching moment it means that she is unafraid to
take on “those passages that are demeaning to women, violent
towards women...really challenge them because I am a woman.”
Quick to remind observers that their marriage is unconven¬
tional, they explain that the love that holds them together is rooted
in something firmer than sentiment alone. Victors admits that the
experience of holistic love has made him a better preacher. The
effect is profound, “I think love pushes me to take some risks that I
otherwise wouldn’t...To love is revolutionary in and of itself...To
even love who you are is revolutionary...So when you have that
experience, speaking out of that experience, you go out on a limb.”
While both speak of a new-found freedom that they have dis¬
covered in love’s liberating embrace, this is hardly the beginning of
either’s ministry of liberation. Neema and Victor Leon Cyrus-
Franklin are particularly active on the national levels of their
Presbyterian and United Methodist Church denominations,
respectively. Regarding their work together, they are discerning
the form of their ministry concerning young people. Both plan to
pursue ordination and doctoral studies after graduation, t
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Bishop L. Scott Allen
United Methodist Bishop L.
Scott Allen, 86, the last bish¬
op elected in the former
Methodist Church — now
part of the United Methodist
Church — died September
18, 2004, at Crawford Long
Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia,
of complications from pneu¬
monia. He is survived by his
wife, Sara Adams Allen.
Allen was the last bishop elected in the former
Methodist Central Jurisdiction, a racially constituted
entity created in the predominantly white church in
1939 but dissolved early in 1968. "He was a giant of
a leader in our denomination," said North Georgia
Bishop Lindsey Davis, one of several persons who
spoke at Allen’s funeral service on September 22.
"Even after he retired, he continued to have a won¬
derful impact on our church through his work at
Gammon Theological Seminary and the way he
mentored so many of the young pastors who were
coming through Gammon."
A native of Meridian, Mississippi, Allen served
as a pastor, editor, and teacher before being elected
bishop by the Central Jurisdiction in 1967 and
assigned to the Gulf Coast Area, including Central
Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi. In the new United
Methodist Church, Allen was reassigned to the
Holston Annual Regional Conference, comprising
congregations in Southwest Virginia, East
Tennessee and North Georgia in the predominantly
white Southeastern Jurisdiction. In 1976, he was
assigned to the Charlotte, North Carolina area,
where he served until his retirement in 1984. Allen
earned an undergraduate degree from Clark College
and his bachelor of divinity degree from Gammon
Theological Seminary, both in Atlanta. His master of
arts degree was earned from Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illinois. He also had honorary
degrees from several colleges.
Josephus R. Coan
Reverend Dr. Josephus R.
Coan passed on February
6,2004, at the age of 101.
An icon in Christian
Education, he was a faith¬
ful servant of God, family,
and the community. Dr.
Coan pastored churches
in the states of Rhode
Island and Georgia. He
served on the faculty at
Dr. Josephus Coan receives
honorary drxtorate from
ITC in 2003.
Morris Brown College as college minister and chair¬
person of the Department of Philosophy and Religion
for twenty years. Following that service were nine¬
teen years at the Interdenominational Theological
Center where, in 1959, Dr. Coan became one of the
original faculty members, a position he would hold
until his retirement in 1974. For more than nine
years, Dr. Coan resided and served in Southern and
Central Africa as an overseas missionary of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church. Dr. Coan was
president and superintendent of the Wilberforce
Institute, a school providing elementary and second¬
ary teacher training. While he also served as acting
bishop, his primary vocation was teaching.
His research and publishing included The
Church's Educational Ministry: A Curriculum Plan
currently used by twenty-three constituent denomi¬
nations and theological seminaries throughout the
United States. A portion of his papers were official¬
ly opened to the public at Emory University's
Candler School of Theology's special 100th birthday
party, November 2002. They are housed in the
Special Collection and Archives, a Division of Emory
University's Robert W. Woodruff Library. The
Interdenominational Theological Center in the spring
of 2003 awarded Coan an honorary doctorate
degree.
Dr. Coan served as pastor and later assistant
pastor of St. Mark A.M.E. Church, Atlanta,
Georgia, where homegoing services were con¬
ducted on Saturday, February 14, 2004.
Mona Millikan
Mona Mae Millikan was
a dedicated member of




June 30, 1998. She
maintained her associ¬
ation with ITC and her
membership in The
Association of Professional Support Staff. After an
extended illness, Mona passed on September 3,
2004. Reportedly, the nurse who attended Mona
on the last day of her life praised her for her
courage and gracefulness in desiring to thank
everyone, inclusive of the cooks, her drivers, the
desk personnel at her apartment, her church fam¬
ily, and the Interdenominational Theological Center
family, for caring for her at home and the hospital.
Mona was a native of Netawaka, Kansas. She
attended the University of Kansas in Lawrence,
Kansas, and received a B.S. degree in journalism,
graduating with honors. She advanced her education
at Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas, Scarritt
College for Christian Workers, and at ITC. After col¬
lege, Mona became a missionary and traveled to dif¬
ferent African countries. Her kindness and service to
ITC’s international students, and her work with
churches and charities will long be remembered.
Following her services at Central United
Methodist Church on September 9, 2004, Mona’s
body was returned for interment in the Millikan fam¬
ily plot in Colony, Kansas.
Kevin Simpson
Kevin Simpson, was a
2003 graduate of
Gammon Theological
Seminary at ITC. He
passed suddenly on
November 7 and the
homegoing celebration
was held on Saturday,
November 13, 2004, at
Griffin United Methodist
Church in his hometown of Starkville, Mississippi. Rev.
Simpson was an associate pastor of St. John’s United
Methodist Church in Houston, Texas, pastored by
Reverends Rudy and Juanita Rasmus. Prior to his death,
Rev. Simpson was doing exemplary work with St. John’s
homeless ministry.
While at the ITC, Kevin was lauded and loved for
his wonderful spirit and his excellent scholarly achieve¬
ments. His senior honors included membership in Theta
Phi Honor Society, The ITC Chorus, president of the
Mission Society and providing leadership for the
group’s mission trip to Cuba in 2003. Additionally, he
earned the John Arthur Simpson Award.
Varnette Smith Green
Varnette Smith Green began her journey at Turner
Theological Seminary at ITC in 2002 and became ill
in December 2003. Rev. Green succumbed to her ill¬
ness in October, 2004. A native of Cuthbert, Georgia,
she graduated from Henderson High School in 1966.
In 1997 she earned an associate of science degree in
criminal justice and in 2001, she received a bachelor
of science degree in criminal justice from Troy State
University. While matriculating at ITC, Rev. Green also
served as the pastor of Jerusalem A.M.E. Church and
Mount Arrie A.M.E. Church in Blakely, Georgia. She






In Spirit and In Truth: The Music of
African American Worship
Melva W. Costen, Ph.D.
In this seminal work, Melva Costen
explores the various genres of music used
in African American worship. Moving
beyond conventional socio-political, his¬
torical, theological, and liturgical lenses
and tracing the development of music in
African American worship back to its roots in Africa, she surveys
its emergence and its use in camp meeting songs, black-metered
hymns, anthemized spirituals, Pentecostal music traditions, and
contemporary gospel music. The book is dedicated with a pas¬
sionate narrative to her late husband, Dr. James Hutton Costen,
former president of ITC.
Dr. Melva Wilson Costen is the Helmar Emil Nielson Professor of
Music and Worship at Interdenominational Theological Center and
commands an extensive portfolio of writing, conducting, and teach¬
ing in the classical and contemporary music traditions.
Nurturing Faith & Hope: Black Worship
as a Model for Christian Education
Anne E. Streaty Wimberly, Ph.D.
Dr. Wimberly’s work is a must read for
pastors, church lay leaders, scholars, and
parishioners. As she has raised questions
within herself and with others about “why
we come to worship?”, Dr. Wimberly pro¬
vides a welcoming opportunity to take a
critical look at the postures and practices engaged in worship and
supports the nurture of faith and hope components as essential to
the worship experience. “This highly recommended work provides
a thoughtful yet comprehensive framework of the black Christian
worshipping community as the context where faith and hope are
nurtured,” says Dr. Marsha Snulligan Haney, associate professor of
Missiology and Religions of the World at ITC.
Dr. Wimberly is professor of Christian Education at the
Interdenominational Theological Center. She is the author of sev¬
eral books, including Soul Stories: African American Christian
Education (1994).
Treasures in Clay Jars- New Ways to
Understand Your Church
George B. Thompson Jr., Ph.D.
Thompson, a prolific author of church
leadership resources, believes the contin¬
uing decline in membership of mainline
denominations and the increasing number
of multicultural and multiracial churches
call for a new way of thinking: ministers
must begin to see their ministry differently in order to do their
ministry differently.
Treasures in Clay Jars is designed to provide persons in
training for ministry with a paradigm-shifting framework to inter¬
pret and work effectively with the complex dynamics of local
conceptual and theoretical tools from the social sciences, to
engage future pastors to minister effectively to twenty-first cen¬
tury congregations.
Georgia B. Thompson Jr. is associate professor of Church
Administration and leadership at the Interdenominational Theological
Center. He is the author of Futuring Your Church: Finding Your
Vision and Making It Work (1999) and How to Get Along with Your
Church: Creating Cultural Capital for Doing Ministry (2002), both
published by The Pilgrim Press.
Claiming God - Reclaiming Dignity
African American Pastoral Care
Edward P. Wimberly, Ph.D.
Wimberly engaged readers in an intriguing
discussion of the role of conversation and
discourse in our lives, pointing out the dif¬
ferences between problem-saturated-
crises, conversations that yield negatives,
and identifies liberating, affirming conver¬
sations that demonstrate how making conversation with God pri¬
mary in our lives can be redemptive and transforming. Following
the African American tradition of drawing on biblical material, this
book uses the book of Job, but also contemporary African
American fiction, to show how persons can be transformed by put¬
ting conversation with God in the forefront. He offers the field of
pastoral care an elegant tool to help understand how persons can
come to a renewed sense of personal worth and dignity. The book
is available through Abingdon Press.
Edward P. Wimberly is the executive vice president for aca¬
demic services and academic dean and Jarena Lee professor of
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Faith in the Future By Rev. Terry F. Walker Sr.
Giving is an act of commitment to causes or persons deemed worthy ofour sup¬port. It is an act that symbolizes faith in the difference that can be made inthe status of the recipient in tangible and intangible ways. It is an investment
in the future of the recipient. Giving is also circular in that it impacts both the giver
and the receiver.
The final weeks of the calendar year mark a period of unparalleled giving in this
country and even around the world. Tire nature of that giving crosses the spectrum from
crassly perceived obligation to ultimate altruism. Stories representing the gamut will stir
our indignation or motivate our highest admiration. And whether our giving is ground¬
ed in our faith or detennined by our finances, we can at least choose the degree to which
we give.
An unknown poet wrote “Ifyou want to be happy for a year.. .plant a garden. If you
want to be happy for a lifetime.. .plant a tree.” Annual giving is the foundation of day-
to-day support for institutional operations. Major gifts provide die financial base for insti¬
tutional growth and development. Endowment gifts sustain the vision that makes an
institution great.
Perhaps our reflections at this time of year can create an opportunity to give
meaningfully regardless of motivation. Perhaps envisioning the future that could
result from our gifts just might compel the selection of gifts that represent our best
ideals as well as our fondest hopes. Perhaps recalling the faith of the ITC founders
in the future of a truly ecumenical learning environment might move us beyond
our parochial theologies and motivate our deepest commitment. Perhaps being
reminded of God’s faith in the future of humanity might cause us to express our
faith in the future of the Church through supporting the preparation of its leaders.





The ITC Annual Fund is the cornerstone of sup¬
port for unrestricted operations. Flave you made
your contribution? Remember as you make your
year-end giving decisions, now is the time - mail
your check today!
Office of Institutional Advancement
700 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive, S.W.
Atlanta, Gorgia 30314-4143
For information about stock, real estate or
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